Carolina Collection

Mosaic

Random Irregular Shape
1 1/4" Average Bed Depth (Thickness)
Face Sizes From 8" x 8" to 14" x 14"
Natural Back (Two Usable Faces)
Matching Corners Available

Coyote Gray™
Diamondback Ridge™
Emerald Mountain™
Grand Cayman™
Lake James™
Mount Mitchell™
Queensbury™
San Marcos™
Santa Monica™
Southern Eclipse™

Mosaic flats also available in:
Medium Thickness - 2” to 4” bed depth
Full-Bed Thickness - 3” to 5” bed depth
**Carolina Collection**

**Random Ashlar**
**Roughly Rectangular Shape**
1 1/4" Average Bed Depth (Thickness)
3" to 12" Rise (Height) | 6" to 18" Length
Natural Back (Two Usable Faces)
Matching Corners Available

![Coyote Gray Random Ashlar](image)

- Coyote Gray™
- Diamondback Ridge™
- Emerald Mountain™
- Grand Cayman™
- Lake James™
- Mount Mitchell™
- Queensbury™
- San Marcos™
- Santa Monica™
- Southern Eclipse™

Random Ashlar flats also available in:
- Medium Thickness - 2" to 4" bed depth
- Full-Bed Thickness - 3" to 5" bed depth
Carolina Collection

**Splitface Ledge**
RUSTIC SPLITFACE LEDGESTONE
1 1/4” Average Bed Depth (Thickness)  
1” to 5” Rise (Height) | Random Length  
Sawed Back  
Matching Corners Available

Coyote Gray™
Diamondback Ridge™
Emerald Mountain™
Grand Cayman™
Lake James™
Mount Mitchell™
Queensbury™
San Marcos™
Santa Monica™
Southern Eclipse™

Splitface Ledge flats also available in:
Medium Thickness - 2” to 4” bed depth  
Full-Bed Thickness - 3” to 5” bed depth
Carolina Collection

**Uniform Ledge**

Ledge with Uniform Rise

- 1 1/4” Average Bed Depth (Thickness)
- 2”, 4” & 6” Rise (Height) | Random Length
- Natural Back (Two Usable Faces)
- Sawed Top & Bottom | Untrimmed Ends
- Matching Corners Available

Coyote Gray™

Diamondback Ridge™

Emerald Mountain™

Grand Cayman™

Lake James™

Mount Mitchell™

Queensbury™

San Marcos™

Santa Monica™

Southern Eclipse™

Courtesy of Sislers Stone

Santa Monica Uniform Ledge

Uniform Ledge flats also available in:

- Medium Thickness - 2” to 4” bed depth
- Full-Bed Thickness - 3” to 5” bed depth
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Highlands Collection

GATLINBURG™
WEATHERED FIELDSTONE

Available Styles

MOSAIC
Random Irregular Shape
1 1/4" Avg. Thickness
Face Sizes From
8" x 8" to 14" x 14"
Sawed Back
Matching Corners

RANDOM ASHLAR
3" to 12" Rough
Squares & Recs
1 1/4" Avg. Thickness
3" to 12" Rise
6" to 18" Length
Sawed Back
Matching Corners

MEDIUM STACK
2" to 6" Rough
Squares & Recs
1 1/4" Avg. Thickness
2" to 6" Rise
4" to 12" Length
Sawed Back
Matching Corners

NATURAL LEDGE
Natural Face
Ledgestone
1 1/4" Avg. Thickness
2" to 3" Rise
5" to 16" Length
Sawed Back
Matching Corners

UNIFORM LEDGE
Ledgestone With
2", 4" & 6" Rise
1 1/4" Avg. Thickness
Random Length
Sawed Back
Sawed Top & Bot-
tom
Untrimmed Ends
Matching Corners
Highlands Collection

Pigeon Forge™ Variegated Sandstone

Available Styles

Mosaic
Random Irregular Shape
1 1/4” Avg. Thickness
Face Sizes From 8"x 8" to 14”x 14”
Sawed Back
Matching Corners

Random Ashlar
3” to 12” Rough Squares & Recs
1 1/4” Avg. Thickness
3” to 12” Rise
6” to 18” Length
Sawed Back
Matching Corners

Splitface Ledge
Rustic Splitface Ledgestone
1 1/4” Avg. Thickness
1” to 5” Rise
5” to 16” Length
Sawed Back
Matching Corners

Uniform Ledge
Ledgestone With 2”, 4” & 6” Rise
1 1/4” Avg. Thickness
Random Length
Sawed Back
Sawed Top & Bottom
Untrimmed Ends
Matching Corners

Courtesy of Tyner Construction

Blend of Pigeon Forge
Random Ashlar & Splitface Ledge
Highlands Collection

Arlington™ Rustic Granite Gneiss

Available Styles

Mosaic
1 1/4" Average Bed Depth (Thickness)
Face Sizes From 8” x 8” to 14” x 14”
Natural Back (Two Usable Faces)
Matching Corners Available

Random Ashlar
1 1/4" Average Bed Depth (Thickness)
3” to 12” Rise (Height) | 6” to 18” Length
Natural Back (Two Usable Faces)
Matching Corners Available

Tennessee River Rock™ Weather-Worn River Rock

Random Irregular Shape
1 1/4” Average Thickness
Face Sizes From
8” x 8” to 14” x 14”
Sawed Back
Matching Corners

Architectural Series Packaging Options

Flats on 100 or 150 Square Foot Skids
Corners in 25 or 50 Linear Foot Crates
Architectural Accessories

Natural Water Table / Sills
Nominal Dimensions (+/- 1/4”)
2” thick x 3” wide x 12”+ long

Coyote Gray™ (hammered edge)
Coyote Gray™ (pitched edge)
Pigeon Forge™ (snapped edge)
Bluestone (thermaled edge)

Natural Wall Caps & Column Caps
Fabricated to customer specifications

Coyote Gray™ (hammered edge)
Pigeon Forge™ (snapped edge)
Bluestone (thermaled edge)

Natural Hearths, Mantels & Treads
Fabricated to customer specifications

Coyote Gray™ (pitched edge)
Pigeon Forge™ (pitched edge)
Bluestone (thermaled edge)
**Other Products**

**Building Stone**
- Hand-Split Wallstone
- Snapped Wallstone
- Fieldstone Wallstone
- River Rock Wallstone
- Tumbled Wallstone

![Linville Blend Hand-Split Heavy Wallstone](image1.jpg)

**Landscaping Stone**
- Flagstone
- Steps & Treads
- Tumbled Cobbles
- Fieldstone
- River Rock
- Outcropping Stone
- Waterfall Rock
- Boulders & Aggregates

![Coyote Gray Tumbled Cobbles](image2.jpg)

![Coyote Gray Irregular Flagstone](image3.jpg)

![River Boulders](image4.jpg)

*Courtesy of John Altobello Architecture*
Custom Fabrication

Custom Hearths, Mantels, Water Tables/Sills, Trim Pieces, etc.

Custom Fabrication is Priced to Order

Custom Caps

Custom Hearths & Mantels

Courtesy of
The National Park Service

Custom Steps

Custom Trim Pieces

Custom Edging

Custom Lintels

Courtesy of
Boulder Look Stone

Specialty